Thanks for downloading the Southface Multiple Fan Blower Door Testing Toolkit. The toolkit was created by Southface through the Advanced Commercial Buildings Initiative in partnership with the U.S. Department of Energy. Intended to be used as a supplement to The Energy Conservatory and Camroden Associate’s Blower Door Applications Guide: Beyond Single Family Residential, the toolkit contains a field guide, data collection forms, test sheet, sign template, and report template, and was created to allow existing industry professionals (such as HERS Raters) to quickly incorporate diagnostic testing of small commercial buildings into their service offerings.

We have intentionally kept all of the templates in simple formats so that you may customize them to meet your team’s needs. If you do come across a locked cell or sheet, simply unlock it as no passwords are applied in these documents.

If you would like to attend a live training on multiple fan blower door testing, or have any questions while using this toolkit, please contact us at 404-872-3549 or info@southface.org.

Thank you for your contributions in advancing building efficiency in the small commercial market! Please provide us with your feedback at http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/2689567/ACBI-Toolkit-Feedback.

-The ACBI Team at Southface

Disclaimer

Southface provides the Southface Multiple Fan Blower Door Testing Toolkit (Toolkit) for voluntary use by industry professionals in compliance with all relevant safety and building requirements and standards. Southface makes no warranties, expressed or implied, regarding the procedures and information contained in the Toolkit. Southface has no control over the implementation or modification of the Toolkit by users, provides no warranty, and assumes no liability or responsibility for any and all consequences of the implementation of the Toolkit.